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A Note from the Editor:
Many thanks to all of the
NOAA CREST Program
directors, facilitators and
team leads who made this
summer research experience
a resounding success. Thanks
also to all of the REU,
CURE, and HIRES students
without whom this newsletter
would not be possible.
Chris Lunger

(ABOVE) Research interns from the REU, CURE, and HIRES programs in front of the Grove School of
Engineering at The City College of New York, home of NOAA CREST.

REU, CURE and HIRES Overview
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU), CREST Undergraduate Research
Experiences (CURE) and High School Initiative in Remote Sensing of the Earth Systems
(HIRES) are summer bridge programs that are intended to encourage high school and
undergraduate students to pursue research careers in science fields related to NOAA
missions.
The REU and CURE programs are supported by the National Science Foundation
Research Experiences for Undergraduates Grants #1560050, under the direction of Dr.
Reginald Blake, Dr. Janet Liou-Mark, and Laura Yuen-Lau and NOAA-CREST CURE
program under the direction of Dr. Reza Khanbilvardi and Dr. Shakila Merchant. The
HIRES program receives funding from the Pinkerton Foundation which aims to assist
students who express an interest in STEM fields find research opportunities New York.
[OVERVIEW cont’d Page 2]

(ABOVE, left) CREST students returning from the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies. (ABOVE, right)
REU intern Usaama Van chatting with CREST Asst. Director Dr. Shakila Merchant at Cary Institute.
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(PICTURED ABOVE) Dr. Shakila Merchant,
Asst. Director of NOAA CREST

A Note From Dr.
Shakila Merchant
NOAA CREST always had an
undergraduate component since its inception
in 2001. However, NOAA realized that many
students were not prepared to engage in
CREST science when they entered grad
school as typical undergraduate programs did
not have a remote sensing component. Since
remote sensing is a cutting-edge science,
NOAA began trying to catch students at the
undergraduate level. They started their own
interdisciplinary, ABET-accredited,
undergraduate engineering degree program
called Earth Systems Science and
Engineering at CCNY in 2006 with a small
body of undergraduates that has been
growing ever since.
The function of REU, CURE and HIRES
is to act as summer bridge programs to
encourage students to engage in STEM
science alongside the graduates who work in
NOAA facilities. Students can present in
conferences and co-author papers to be
published in peer-reviewed journals. They
also serve as motivation for undergraduates
in an associates degree programs to push for
their Bachelors, Masters or even Ph.D. Most
undergraduate students come back to CCNY
for graduate school or have gotten into
reputable programs outside of New York.
The success rate is really tremendous.

(ABOVE) Students learning coding basics from MATLAB instructor Dr. Satya
Prakash at the City College of New York.

OVERVIEW continued:
REU and CURE students participate in 2 weeks of lecture-style
seminars where they learn the basics of MATLAB computational
software, ARCGIS, and remote sensing. They then choose a research
topic to investigate in an area related to NOAA CREST science. Each
student is assigned a graduate student mentor who serves as a first
point of contact to answer student questions and provide research
guidance. After the summer portion of the research REU students
continue their research with their mentors for 3 weeks and the CURE
students continue their research for the full 15 weeks of the the fall
and spring semesters.
HIRES students begin their 5-week summer research experiences
the week after the undergraduates complete their 2-week seminar
series. HIRES students spend the first half of each day in lecturestyle courses similar those taken by their undergraduate peers and the
second half researching the topics that they selected in their first
week. HIRES students are assigned a REU or CURE mentor who they
work alongside throughout the duration of their summer. At the end
of the program HIRES students are eligible to receive three college
credits for their research.

(ABOVE, left) CREST students Rezwon Islam and Oksana James, (ABOVE,
right) Mamadou Bah, Gnimdou Tchalim, Michael Mateo, and Claudia Duran
participating in a remote sensing exercise at Brookhaven National Labs.
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CARLOS ALVAREZ (Applied Mathematics, New York City College of Technology)
Project Title: Characterization of Tropical Wetlands Ecosystems with Radar Remote Sensing
After graduating from Brooklyn Technical High School, Carlos experimented with different STEM related fields.
Once he realized his passion for mathematics, he became a mathematics peer leader. Additionally, he continued
instruction of chess and computer essentials to the elderly and children. Throughout his time at the New York City
College of Technology, Carlos became the Vice Chair of the Association of Computer Machinery Chapter, and joined
the Honors Scholars Program. Carlos plans to utilize the resources that NOAA provides to gain a better understanding
of research, focus on expanding his horizons and attempt to resolve real-world problems.

ANJEZA ARAPI (Environmental Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Initial Testing of the New Sigma Space Scanning Lidar System
Anjeza’s focus for the past two years has been in the field of remote sensing research. In 2015, she successfully
completed a project at the National Aeronautics Space Agency (NASA) titled “Satellite Earth Surface Temperature:
Data Correction and Validation Processes using MATLAB.” In 2016, she continues her research experience as a
research scholar at Research Experience for Undergraduates in Satellite and Ground Remote Sensing at NOAA
CREST.

MAMADOU BAH (Electrical Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Coherent Doppler Lidar System Debugging and Data Analysis
Before Mamadou received his Associate degree with honors in Engineering Science at the Borough of Manhattan
Community College, he tried to assist as many people as he could in different fields. Mamadou was a math and physics
tutor, he spent time mentoring students that were having difficulties academically, and he organized many volunteer
activities while he was the secretary and then the Vice President of the Honor Society of Black Student Scholars. Now
that he is in the City College of New York, Mamadou learned about NOAA CREST, and is now interested in using
remote sensing to find data on temperature, atmospheric pressure and climate.

VICTOR DOMINGUEZ (Environmental Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Direct Detection Lidar System Data Analysis and Operation
Victor received his pre-engineering degree from White Plains High School in June of 2015. While attending White
Plains high school, Victor graduated with an advanced regents diploma. Victor was selected as a CREST CURE
fellowship member in June 2016. When he is not studying engineering, Victor spends his time studying music theory
and playing guitar in a band. In the future, Victor plans to research atmospheric remote sensing, and publish a
research paper based on his work. His future plans revolve around studying the impact of anthropogenic pollutants on
the atmosphere, and being a part of NOAA can help him progress with those plans.

CLAUDIA DURAN GARCIA (Math and Science, Queensborough Community College)
Project Title: Satellite Detection of Harmful Algal Blooms in the West Florida Shelf
Claudia aspires to transfer to the City College of New York to pursue an Environmental Engineering degree. Ms.
Duran is part of the Honors Program in her campus where she serves as the Environmental Sustainability Club
President. This has allowed her to participate at the 2016 Advanced Energy Conference in the Jacob Javits Center,
NY, the Student Conference on United States Affairs in West Point, NY, and the HSF’s Youth Leadership Institute in
Chicago, amongst others. Ms. Duran’s interests involve studying the efficiency of renewable energies and aims to
learn about remote sensing technologies used for Ocean and Coastal Water research. Ms. Duran’s goal after
graduation is to attain a PhD and aims to work for a federal or non-governmental organization.

HAROLD GAMARRO (Mechanical Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: WRF-Solar validation with ground station data in New York City
Before studying Mechanical Engineering at CCNY, Harold became a federally certified aircraft maintenance
technician at Aviation High School in Long Island City. He has served as project lead with CCNY's facilities
department while a mechanical engineering intern. Harold is also the community outreach coordinator for CCNY's
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) chapter. As a CURE fellow for NOAA CREST, Harold hopes to
learn about atmospheric modeling and strengthen his engineering skills sets.
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REZWON ISLAM (Electrical Engineering Technology, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Interpretation of Satellite Measurements Over the Ocean
Rezwon completed his Associate’s degree in Electrical Engineering Technology in May 2016 from New York
City College of Technology (NYCCT). While he was at NYCCT, he was a part of the Honors Scholars program,
and was involved with peer leading and mentoring a group of students taking Mathematics courses including
Calculus I and Calculus II. Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) encourages him to conduct research
on environmental and remote sensing during the Summer of 2016 while he works on a research project. In
addition, he wants to establish a learning program for the underprivileged and disadvantaged learners of his
country, Bangladesh, as well as bridging the gap between Bangladesh and the United States of America.

OKSANA JAMES (Environmental Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: A Novel Climate Impacts Tool for Managing Risks in Water Utilities
Oksana has a passion for encouraging young students to pursue careers in the STEM fields and in the summer of
2015, she spent her time teaching fourth grade students engineering concepts and seventh grades’ advance level of
math. She has worked as an engineering aide intern at Con Edison during the winter 2015 and spring 2016
semesters and served as program chair for the CCNY student chapter of NSBE. She also competed in the
Concrete Canoe Club regional competition, where her team won second place. Her goals as a CURE student are to
gain research experience and the improve her skills as an engineer working alongside industry professionals.

CHRISTOPHER LUNGER (Mechanical Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Convection, Aerosol, and Synoptic-Effects in the Tropics (CAST) Experiment

Chris obtained an Associate's Degree in Journalism from the Northampton Community College in PA where he
served as the Associate Editor of his campus newspaper, Vice President of the Political Science Club, and was a
member of the Phi Theta Kappa Honors Society. While in the journalism field he worked as a news assistant for
WFMZ Channel 69 News in Pennsylvania and New York 1 News in New York City. Currently, he is a public
policy fellow at the Colin Powell School for Civic and Global Leadership. Chris is interested in studying coastal
communities prone to severe flooding and extreme weather events and hopes to develop policy aimed at
mitigating local effects of global climate change and providing early warning systems to mitigate loss of life and
property damage.

MICHAEL MATEO (Computer Information Systems, New York City College of Technology)
Project Title: Laboratory Studies of Coral Bleaching
Michael graduated Magna Cum Laude from his High School, where he dedicated service time towards helping
teachers and staff at his school with setting up events. After finishing his undergraduate studies, he hopes to
pursue a master’s degree in engineering. Michael is greatly interested by the alternate energy field, and the work
of companies such as Tesla, that aim to revolutionize everyday things and make them more sustainable. He hopes
that he can apply the skills he acquires towards problems that threaten the future, such as sustainability and
water/food supply. With the opportunities given to him at CREST REU, he hopes to greatly expand his knowledge
on various geoscience topics, and possibly develop a passion for the field.

ANDREW MEDINA (Computer Science, Bronx Community College)
Project Title: The Study of Anthropogenic Aerosols Over Houston, Texas
While at BCC he spent his time as the Inter-Organizational Council Representative for the Mathematics Club and
has given oral presentations to members of other clubs at BCC about his research on Dr. Benoit Mandelbrot's "The
Mandelbrot Set." He has received a certificate of merit from BCC for having a high GPA. He hopes to apply his
object oriented programming skills to his new found interest in Environmental Engineering and plans to continue
his education at The City College of New York. Through NOAA he hopes to explore career options in the
Environmental Engineering field.

AYE NYEIN PHYU (Liberal Arts and Sciences, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Data Processing and Visualization of NOAA Satellite and Global Energy Products
Aye attended the New York City College of Technology (NYCCT) from August 2015 to May 2016 where she
was a Dean’s List scholar and a part of The Honors Scholars Program. She is currently a freshman Liberal Arts
and Sciences major and intends to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering. In 2013, she was a finalist at
the New York State Science and Engineering Fair (NYSSEF) for her research into hydroponics. Aye joined
NOAA hoping to further develop her research and programming skills sets in the field of satellite remote sensing.
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WHELENNIS POLANCO (Civil Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Which Months do New Yorkers Need Umbrellas in the City?
Whelennis attained an Associate’s Degree in Engineering Science from Bronx Community College and is currently
transferring to the City College of New York. While in her High School years in the Manhattan Center for Science and
Mathematics she excelled in areas such as AP Calculus and Physics. Her commitment and dedication allowed her to
become a member of Phi Theta Kappa Honors Society. Whelennis aims to learn various applications of remote sensing,
GIS, and MATLAB that will aid her conducting her future research. After she graduates Whelennis plans to go to
graduate school and is highly interested in working for NOAA in the future.

JEREMY SANCHEZ (Computer Systems Technology, New York City College of Technology)
Project Title: Impact of Urban Climate on Running and Jogging
As a school senior at the East Bronx Academy for the Future he took part in a Peer Enabled Restructured Classroom
(PERC), a college pipeline program, and served as a Physics Teaching Assistant Scholar. At NYCCT he became a Math
Peer Leader and a college mentor with the NYCCT’s First Year Program. He is currently the the president of the Peer
Led Team club and is a member of part of the Honors Scholars program. He wants to continue his pursuit of helping
people with a focus on technology by starting his own organization that encourages students to connect with industry
professionals for career and professional development advice. Jeremy joined the REU program to develop his
programming skills and is considering pursuing a graduate degree at CCNY and future employment at NOAA.

FARJANA SHATI (Mathematics Education, New York City College of Technology)
Project Title: Evaluation of differences between ground-based surface air and soil temperatures for reliable freezethaw states detection
Farjana is currently a mathematics peer leader at City Tech, where she hosts mathematics workshops for groups of
students to build their mathematics skills. She is an Honors Scholar and a member of the Emerging Scholars Programs
(ESP). Recently, her research for ESP won her first place at the Honors and Research Scholars Poster Presentation. She
has been selected to present her research at the Mathematics Association of America (MAA) and Peer Led Team
Learning International Society (PLTLIS). Farjana wants to be an educator to help students build their confidence and
positive attitude towards mathematics and wishes to erase the negative stigma attached to mathematics for young
women, eventually inspiring them to pursue an education in STEM fields.

GNIMDOU TCHALIM (Engineering Science, Bronx Community College)
Project Title: The Impact of Urbanization and Climate Change on Streamflow Variation
Gnimdou is originally from Togo, West Africa but moved to United States in October 2013 and is the first in his family
to attend college. He hopes to pursue a bachelors degree in Electrical Engineering followed by a Masters and Ph.D. He
is a part of the Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) program and participated in a research on
Algebraic Geometry, looking at Pythagorean triples over integers. Gnimdou served as the treasurer of the STEM Club
at BCC during the Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 semesters and has been elected as a senator in the BCC Student
Government for the upcoming academic year. Gnimdou is also part of BCC’s Honors program and a member of the
Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. One of his career goals is to work in area of renewable energy so he will be able to
return to Togo someday to give back to the community and create a pipeline for engineers to help the country prosper.

FRANK TIAN (Science of Earth Systems, Cornell University)
Project Title: 1D Convective Cloud Model Using Programming
Frank Tian is a rising junior studying Science of Earth Systems at Cornell University and double-concentrating in
Atmospheric Science and Ocean Science. He has experience analyzing global stratospheric ozone concentrations and
will be working with Professor Johnny Luo this summer to develop convective storm models. After his undergraduate
studies, he hopes to pursue a Master’s Degree or PhD in climate science and hopes to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the mechanisms governing climate change through developing climate or ocean models.
USAAMA VAN (Mechanical Engineering, The City College of New York)
Project Title: Mapping and Characterizing Chesapeake Bay Wetlands Using Landsat Imagery
Usaama has been a part of the National Science Foundation’s Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU)
program since June 2015. His initial research projects which involved approximating greenhouse gas emissions from
landfills and increasing efficiency of combustion chambers to eliminate potential energy loss. His past research
sparked his interest in pursing a further study of environmental science. Usaama is excited to take part in REU
research for another year as he will be able to study different facets of environmental science, a topic that he plan to
pursue in his Master’s degree.
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(TOP, left) CREST REU and CURE students pose for a
selfie. (TOP, right) REU undergrads Anjeza Arapi and
Farjana Shati at Brookhaven Labs. (ABOVE ) REU scholars
Claudia Duran, Michael Mateo, and Aye Phyu listening to
Jeffrey Tongue deliver a presentation about the NWS.
(BELOW, left) CREST students learning how to use
ARCGIS software. (BELOW, right) Rezwon Islam (REU)
in front of a weather balloon to be launched by NWS interns.
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(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP, left) (1) Undergraduate researchers debugging
their MATLAB codes. (2) REU scholars Wilfredo Paulino and Gnimdou
Tchalim after a remote sensing lecture at CCNY. (3) Chris Lunger (CURE)
welcomes the HIRES students to the CREST summer research program. (4)
Rezwon Islam (REU) learning to use the mapping features of ARCGIS
software. (5) CREST undergrads Carlos Alvarez (REU), Frank Tian (CURE),
and Victor Dominguez (CURE) discuss coding algorithms during a MATLAB
lecture class. (6) Jeremy Sanchez (REU) and his ever-present smile.
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LUBNA BEGUM (John Adams High School)

Project Title: The Relationship Between Food Security and Climate Indicators
Lubna relocated to the United States almost three years ago, and she is a rising senior in the John Adams High
school. As a member of the National Honor Society, she completed 30 hours of community service. She also
participated in the Global Kids in 2015, where she did enrichment activities to engage children intellectually. Lubna
is in interested in mathematics and economics, so her goal is to complete a bachelor degree and master degree in
Accounting. She would also like to expand her knowledge in different fields of study through hands-on experience,
so she joined the NOAA CREST HIRES program in the summer 2016. She wished to learn how to apply
mathematics and computer science skills in solving real-world problems, which is very important for her potential
major. Thanks to her research project, she learned how to use a regression model in Excel and MATLAB to obtain
solutions.

NIEMAH BROOKS (Midwood High School)
Project Title: Data Processing and Visualization of NOAA Satellite and Global Energy Products
Niemah Brooks is currently a rising senior and remembers becoming interested in math and science have
interested me since the 3rd grade where she consistently won the math problem of the week award. She is now in
the Math and Science program at her school and hopes to pursue a career in the STEM field. NOAA CREST
HIRES peaked her interest because it exposed her to a new fields of science that she may not have experienced
until college.

CLIO CHEN (Stuyvesant High School)

Project Title: A Novel Climate Impacts Tool for Managing Risks in Water Utilities
Clio is a rising senior, has completed about 50 hours of community service at a library and at a local organization for
educating children, and also worked as an office assistant at the Brooklyn Chinese-American Planning Council during
the summer of 2015. In her junior year, she served as the vice president of a writing club at her school, where students
co-write fictional and fantasy pieces. Clio has taken AP Statistics, and will take AP Calculus in her senior year. Clio
plans on majoring in civil engineering in college, with a concentration in either structural or environmental
engineering. She participated in NOAA's CREST HIRES program in summer 2016, to gain research experience in the
engineering field, as well as to learn how to use relevant computer programs, that may aid in her future academic
career. In her summer research project, she applied her knowledge of statistics in assimilating data of the real world,
and analyzed her findings to obtain results.

CHRISTOPHER DE JESUS (Saint Raymond High School for Boys)
Project Title: Statistical Analysis of NASA’s Collection 6 Snow Product
Christopher is a rising senior and the president and founder of his school’s Technology Club, treasurer of the
International Club (which handles cultural events), and editor and designer of the Raven Record, the school
newspaper. He also founded the branch of student council to represent the school’s various extracurricular activities,
such as clubs and is a part of the school’s choir and Literary Society. He has taken AP United States History, and will
be taking AP Biology and AP English in his senior year. Christopher is interested in studying Artificial Intelligence in
college. He is currently familiar with the computer languages Java, C++, C#, Python, Javascript, Lua, and
HTML/CSS. He decided to partake in NOAA’s CREST HIRES program this summer to learn how to apply computer
science to STEM research, and to expose himself to unique hands-on learning.

CHLOE DELFAU (Styvesant High School)
Project Title: Urban Livability Index: A Geospatial Tool for Identifying Vulnerable Populations to Increased
Temperatures; Creation of Environmental and Social Index to Measure the Impact of Hurricane Katrina
Chloe is a rising senior and in addition to being on her school’s varsity volleyball team, the student
government, and leading the Big Sibs mentorship program for incoming freshmen, she is an active member of
the Girls Who Code chapter at Stuyvesant. As a young woman aspiring to be a computer science and
engineering double major, Chloe realizes the importance of encouraging other young women to pursue STEM
education. Chloe decided to join the HIRES program because not only does she love exploring new science
fields, she also believes that she must push herself to study science as a way to serve as a mentor for other girls
who wish to pursue STEM careers.

ZACHARY GRANDISON (Frank Sinatra School of the Arts)
Project Title: Assessment and Testing of Active Lidar Sensors for Atmospheric Profiling Applications
Zachary is entering his junior year and is considering pursuing a degree in Computer Science, Earth Science, Music,
or another STEM-related field. He is a strong student academically having achieved a report card average at 98.66
several rewards at school for high academic achievement. Zachary joined HIRES because he wanted to get experience
in the engineering field to determine whether it is something he wants to pursue in the future, something that is
currently not possible at his performing arts high school. Thanks to HIRES, he is strongly considering engineering as
a potential career direction.
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JOVITA JOHN-OGAM (John Browne High School)
Project Title: The Impact of Urbanization and Climate Change on Streamflow Variation
Jovita was born in Nigeria but came to America as a child so that her family could get a better life. She enjoys giving
back to charity and singing. She hopes to attend Harvard or Yale University and major in medical science in order to
become a doctor and work on finding a cure to infectious, drug-resistant diseases. Jovita is currently in a science
research program at her school, is a hard worker, and has a high GPA. She hopes that her work will one day enable her
to meet the president and run her own hospital. Jovita’s motivation for joining the HIRES program was to expand on
her background knowledge and explore careers related to scientific research.

AVLEEN KAUR (Eleanor Roosevelt High School)
Project Title: The Relationship Between Food Security and Climate Indicators
Avleen Kaur is a rising senior and is planning on pursuing a career in the Computer Science field. She has
taken AP Statistics, AP World History, AP US History, and AP English Literature and Composition at her
school and is planning on taking AP Calculus, Advance STEM and College English as a senior. She is an
active member of Technology Club, Math Club, Science Magazine, and National Honor Society Club.

WESLEY LEE (Stuyvesant High School)
Project Title: Impact of Urban Climate on Running and Jogging
Wesley is a rising senior who is very interested in the STEM field prompting him to apply for the HIRES
program in order to explore possible career field within STEM. His main interests lie within chemistry and he has
taken AP Chemistry during his junior year. He plans on pursuing a career involving chemistry, such as
pharmacology or chemical engineering, and will be taking AP Calculus and Organic Chemistry in high school.
Wesley is also the captain of the Ultimate Frisbee B Team, a member of the ARISTA Honor Society, and an
active member of Stuy Red Cross.

CHLOE LEVIN (Trinity School)
Project Title: Urban Livability Index: A Geospatial Tool for Identifying Vulnerable Populations to Increased
Temperatures; Creation of Environmental and Social Index to Measure the Impact of Hurricane Katrina
Chloe is entering her a senior year and as a young woman in STEM, she became the Editor of Trinity’s science
magazine, Synapse, and interned at the Critical Materials Institute, part of Ames Lab. She is also an avid photographer
and serves as the photography editor for the school newspaper, the Trinity Times. She has spoken on several school
panels on a variety of social issues, earned recognition as a valuable voice of the community, is a tutor for young
debaters, and is a rescue diver. Her passion for learning extends to languages, too, and she is bilingual in Spanish and
English. In college, Chloe hopes to double major in engineering and linguistics. Chloe joined the HIRES program to
gain more research experience and earn some college credits.

RORY McGRISKIN (Francis Lewis High School)
Project Title: Data Processing and Visualization of NOAA Satellite and Global Energy Products
Rory is a rising senior in the advanced science research program at her school and has been employed at the New
York Hall of Science for the past two years. Rory has worked with scientists and medical professionals from New
York City institutions such as Weill Cornell, New York University, The City College of New York, and Cold
Spring Harbor Labs. She won the NASA/UNOOSA global competition, moderated by astronaut Scott Kelly, in
which she examined the role of space-based science and technology with its potential for use on Earth. Her
scientific background fueled her interest in the HIRES program where she sought to learn more about the computer
language, Python, and how it can be used to process satellite data. She is hoping her summer experiences will
assist in her decision whether to concentrate in medical or environmental science in college.

MIA O’BRIEN (Stuyvesant High School)
Project Title: Impact of Urban Climate on Running and Jogging
Mia O’Brien is a rising senior, the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Technology Student Association (TSA), a member of
ARISTA, a national honor society, and a librarian at her school. She has taken AP Computer Science and AP
Calculus, and will be taking AP Statistics, Multivariate Calculus, and Linear Algebra, System Level Programming
and Computer Graphics in her senior year. She is interested in pursuing a degree in Computer Science and
Mathematics, and a career in a tech company or an animation studio.
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ILANA PRICE (La Scuola D’ Italia)
Project Title: Characterization of Tropical Wetlands Ecosystems with Radar Remote Sensing
Ilana Price plans to study geosciences with a focus in atmospheric science or oceanography in college. She
is interested in studying the problem of global climate change which is her motivation behind joining the
HIRES program. Ilana is also a competitive swimmer and hopes one day to become a storm chaser.

SIMATUL RASHID (Manhattan Hunter Science High School)
Project Title: The Relationship Between Food Security and Climate Indicators
Simatul Rashid is rising senior in senior and is planning to pursue a career in computer science, medicine, or
engineering. She has taken AP World History and she will be taking Calculus I and II at her school and Computer
Science at Hunter College in her senior year. She has participated in various clubs and programs such as Asian
American Society, Origami Club, Global Kids, Proskauer, and was the co-creator of the Debate Club.
This summer she analyzed the impact of various climate indicators on food security. She specifically focused on
India as it is one of the fastest growing economy and will contain the world’s largest population by 2030.

JOSTIN SOTO GARCIA (City College Academy of the Arts)
Project Title: Mapping and Characterizing Chesapeake Bay Wetlands Using Landsat Imagery
Jostin is a rising senior at CCAA, which has an early college program sponsored by Bill Gates at the CCNY. He
has been taking college classes since 9th grade such as Writing for Social Sciences, Creative Writing, Freshman
Inquiry Writing Seminar (FIQWS), and Calculus. His senior year, he will be taking Calculus 2, Intermediate
Creative Writing, Advanced Spanish, and a college waiver class, Introduction to Media Studies. He has previously
interned at the High School Law Institute (HSLI) at Columbia University. He joined the HIRES program because
of his interest in computer science and STEM, and hopes to pursue a career in interactive media, virtual
simulation, game design/programming, or film. This summer he studied carbon processes and fluxes and their
relationship with dissolved organic matter inside wetland environments.

JUSTIN CRUZ (High School of American Studies)
Project Title: Mapping and Characterizing Chesapeake Bay Wetlands
Using Landsat Imagery

CRISTINA FERNANDEZ (Convent of the Sacred Heart)
Project Title: Which Months do New Yorkers Need Umbrellas in the City?

YVES OUBIDA (Harlem Village Academies High School)
Project Title: Statistical Analysis of NASA’s Collection 6 Snow Product

CAITLIN TSANG
Project Title: Laboratory Studies of Coral Bleaching
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ALEXANDRA SEEMUNGAL (Cardinal Spellman High School)
Project Title: Laboratory Studies of Coral Bleaching

SAMANTHA VERDUGO
Project Title: Laboratory Studies of Coral Bleaching

BRANDON ZHANG
Project Title: Statistical Analysis of NASA’s Collection 6 Snow Product

A Conference with the Future: A Visit to the Cary
Institute of Ecosystem Studies
By: Rezwon Islam (REU) and Oksana James (CURE)
Birds were chirping, the sun just starting to rise, and
few people dared venture out yet as the city began wake
on the morning of July 8, 2016 – another typical morning
in New York City. However, enthusiastic and excited,
NOAA - CREST’s summer research cohort had already
gathered in front of the Steinman Hall of City College of
New York.
It was the student’s first of several site visits to the
Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies, an environmental
education and research center located 86 miles north of
NYC in Millbrook, NY. Cary Institute's goals are to
understand the functionality of complex ecosystems, solve
environmental problems using scientific reasoning,
reinforce ecological literacy for all, and train future
ecologists. Some of their research topics include fresh
water health, infectious diseases, urban ecology, invasive
species, climate change, and biochemistry.
Upon arriving, the president of the Cary Institute, Dr.
Josh Ginsberg, welcomed CREST students and other
guests by introducing them to several of the Institute’s
ecologists and resource managers. Some the guest
speakers included Dr. Jeremy Kirchman, curator of The
New York State Museum birds exhibits, Cary Tompkins,
manager of the Natural Resource Program of Orange and
Rockland Utilities, and Dr. Fred Lubnow, an
environmental consultant of Princeton Hydro, among
others. The speakers presented their research, work

experience, environmental policies, teaching involvement,
personal passions, and possible future opportunities for
students within the realm of Earth Sciences.
After the speaker’s panel the students took a lunch
break after which the high school and undergraduate
researchers split up for the afternoon’s activities. The
HIRES students participated in a field exercise where they
used infrared thermometers and soil moisture meters to
simulate methods that scientists use to collect soil The
REU and CURE team met with the morning speakers for a
group discussion about various aspects of environmental
science and study. The speaker panel exposed the students
to a several possible applications for remote sensing in the
field of ecological research and encouraged the students to
pursue additional summer internships and research in the
environmental science field. The students also learned
how environmental research can be used by policy makers
from Abigail Jones, a environmental lawyer with
Riverkeeper, a clean water advocacy firm.
The trip was highly beneficial for the young
researchers as they were able to practice developing their
communication skills with active scientists and policy
makers and enhance their critical thinking abilities. In
addition, they were able to relate their research to realworld scientific investigations and explore possible future
opportunities in the area of environmental studies.
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Dynamic encounters with meteorology at Brookhaven
National Labs and the National Weather Service
By: Whelennis Polanco (REU) and Claudia Duran (CURE)
Synchrotron Light SourceIn program’s sixth
II (NSLS II), among
week the research cohort
others. Brookhaven’s
traveled to Upton, NY to
research investigations
visit Brookhaven
have resulted in seven
National Labs, a worldNobel prizes in the fields
class research facility
of Physics and Chemistry.
and the home to the New
The group was greeted
York National Weather
by Jeffrey Tongue, Science
Services offices. Funded
and Operations Officer for
primarily by the US
the NWS, who discussed
Department of Energy,
the critical role that NWS
Brookhaven’s goals are
plays in fulfilling NOAA’s
to further a fundamental
mission to enable a
understanding of
weather-ready nation. Mr.
physics, chemistry,
Tongue also related his
biology, materials
(ABOVE) NOAA interns watch NWS intern, Caitlyn Mensch, prepare to
experiences briefing NYC
science, energy, and the launch a radiosonde weather balloon.
Mayor Bill DeBlasio,
environment with a suite
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo, and President
of state-of-the-art mechanisms including the
Barack Obama on the real-time weather conditions and
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, nanomaterials
[BROOKHAVEN cont’d Page 12]
laboratories, experimental solar farm, and National

Summer’s End: Natural History Museum Field Trip
By: Chris Lunger (CURE)

The last exhibit, ”The Secret World Inside You,”
featured dozens of interactive displays that exposed the
students to cutting edge research into the thriving world of
microscopic organisms that inhabit our bodies.

At the conclusion of the summer research program
NOAA sponsored a trip to the American Museum of
Natural History. In addition to AMNH’s perennial
exhibits, the students visited five special exhibits that the
museum uses to promote ongoing research in various
science fields.
The first exhibit, “Crocs,” demonstrated the unique
characteristics of several fascinating species of crocodiles
with a series of hands-on displays. The next, ”Dark
Universe,” consisted of a 360-degree panoramic rendering
of the effects of dark energy, a cosmic phenomena that
appears to be accelerating the rate of the universe’s
expansion.
The third exhibit, “Dinosaurs Among Us,” outlined the
timeline of the evolutionary developments of winged
creatures and the inherent qualities that give today’s birds
the distinction of being the world’s last remaining
‘dinosaurs.’ Then, in honor of 100 years of the National
Park Service, the students gathered in the LeFrak Theatre (ABOVE) NOAA undergraduate researchers in front of the
for a 3D screening of of ’Celebrate National Parks!,’ an
“Dinosaurs Among Us” exhibit at the American Museum of Natural
homage to the natural beauty of the great outdoors.
History in New York City.
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BROOKHAVEN
cont’d:
anticipated behavior of Hurricane
Sandy as it approached the New York
Metro Area in October 2012.
The CREST interns then had the
pleasure of meeting two NWS
interns, Caitlyn Mensch of SUNY
Oswego and Cecelia McCaffrey of
SUNY Brockport, who discussed
their summer research and interest in
applied meteorology. After
introductions and opening remarks
the NWS interns joined the NOAA
team for lunch at Brookhaven’s large
outdoor picnic area under bright blue
skies and a prevailing stillness
foreign to the typical New York City
experience. Following the break, Dr.
Brian Van-Hull, assistant professor of
remote sensing at CCNY, led the
students in a field exercise illustrating
the principles of conservation of
energy, surface heating, and the
Earth’s radiation budget.
The NWS interns then
demonstrated how to prepare and
launch a weather balloon with its
attached radiosonde, a small device
containing a radio transmitter, GPS
tracker, and temperature, wind speed,
and pressure sensors. The NWS
launches weather balloons twice
daily for remote sensing data
verification purposes. Next, the
students were given a tour of the
central office of the New York NWS
station where they were able to watch
meteorologists analyze radar images
and draft weather reports.
Before concluding the trip the
students were given a walk-through
of the experimental solar panel field
and NSLS II, a particle accelerator
used produce x-rays and other high
energy wavelengths that allow teams
scientists to better characterize
particle physics leading to several
breakthroughs in the fields of
nanotechnology and medicine.

CUNY Summer Research
Symposium: Final Products
By: Chris Lunger (CURE)
In the final week of the summer
research program, the REU, CURE, and
HIRES cohort presented their research
alongside student researchers from the
City University of New York, the largest
public university of New York, NASA
Goddard Institute for Space Sciences
(GISS) and other NOAA research
groups. Each student prepared a
research poster that summed up their
summer projects and suggested future
work in their respective research areas.
Several students from the CREST
program, Chloe Delfau, Chloe Levin,
Chris Lunger and Michael Mateo were
also selected to deliver oral presentations before
the student body, CUNY research faculty, and
representatives from NASA GISS, NOAA,
NOAA CREST, and the NWS.
In addition, three NOAA CREST
researchers were awarded best poster in their
respective categories: Farjana Shati (REU) for
her study of freeze and thaw states and Jostin
Soto Garcia and Justin Cruz (HIRES) for their
effort to map an characterize the Chesapeake
Bay Wetlands using imagery of from the
Landsat product.

(ABOVE) CURE
researcher Farjana Shati of
presenting her research
poster on freeze-thaw state
detection methodologies.
(BELOW) CREST
researchers pose with
undergraduate research
program administrators Dr.
Reginald Blake and Mrs.
Laura Yuen-Lau and guest
lecturer Dr. Satya Prakash.
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(TOP, left) CREST students watch NWS interns prepare a
weather balloon for launch. (TOP, right) Aye Phyu (REU) in
front of her research poster. (ABOVE, left) REU/CURE
student researchers. (ABOVE, right) CREST students at
Brookhaven National Laboratories. (BELOW, left) Chris
Lunger (CURE) with his research poster. (BELOW, right)
Justin Cruz (HIRES) and Harold Gamarro (CURE) on the
way home from Brookhaven National Laboratories.
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(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP, right) (1) Oksana James and Claudia
Duran (both REU). (2) CREST students inside the Synchrotron
Light Source-II (NSLS II) particle accelerator. (3) Summer research
cohort led by Dr. Brian Van-Hull on the way home from
Brookhaven National Labs. (4) Chris Lunger (CURE), Rezwon
Islam (REU), and Gnimdou Tchalim (REU) at the NSLS II. (5)
Andrew Medina (REU) with a quadruple magnet used to focus an
electron beam to micron size. (6) Harold Gamarro (CURE) with
NWS interns Cecelia McCaffrey of SUNY Brockport and Caitlyn
Mensch of SUNY Oswego at the Brookhaven picnic area.
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